Intisoft presents Xentric solution in Compaq Discovery Seminar
Hong Kong (December 5, 2000) Intisoft Commerce Technology Lab, one of the Asia’s leading ebusiness software providers, will present Xentric XML Server in the Compaq Discovery Seminar
dubbed “Deploy Next Generation of E-business Using XML” on 19 December 2000. Intisoft will
showcase in the seminar the functionality and benefits of Xentric, which enables real-time B2B ebusiness and provides full integration to a variety of legacy data and ERP systems, that meets the
demand of traditional companies and Internet Marketplaces.
During the seminar, Intisoft’s presentation will focus on the applications of XML for e-business
and mobile networking. XML has already garnered support from major technology developers,
and the thrust of collaborative e-business has put XML into the driving seat. With an overview of
XML, the audience can encounter its powerful features and learn how it can strengthen the
operation of content management, B2B integration and mobile computing.
Xentric resolves the traditional inefficiencies and extends business relationship among traditional
agents, vendors, and business partners on the Net. Xentric also facilitates the procurement process
that goes beyond simple price discovery and transaction execution. It has the following benefits:
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Quick Time-to-market
Multi-Catalogs Management
Multi-Exchange & Negotiation Mechanism
System
Security and Scalability
XML-native architecture

For more information about the seminar, please contact Compaq Computer (HK) Limited or email
to teresa.chow@compaq.com.

About Intisoft Commerce Technology Lab
Intisoft Commerce Technology Lab, a business unit of Intisoft Asia Limited, is a leading
developer of Internet software technologies and focuses on the e-business arena. Intisoft provide
powerful and flexible e-commerce solutions with open standards-based XML technology. Found
in 1998, Intisoft provide professional products, services, and Internet technologies, complemented
by strategic marketing consultation, creative production expertise, program tracking and
measurement. Intisoft’s products enable businesses to create and extend with suppliers and
partners, all of which enhances customer satisfaction.
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